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Monte Carlo Yachts is a pioneering project in the Yachting World that breaks new ground.

Genuinely Italian in its management, designers and artisanal skills, supported by the industrial strengths

of Groupe Beneteau - worldwide market leader for boats with international production capabilities and global 

sales networks - Monte Carlo Yachts is dedicated to crafting timeless luxury yachts.

Timeless 
luxury yachts
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Harmony
We believe that the most beautiful things possess harmonious 

balance between form and function, performance and aesthetics. 

Harmony is at the centre of everything we do,

 and the whole must always be greater  

than the sum of its parts.

Reliability
At Monte Carlo Yachts we are totally committed to you.  

It’s not just something we say, it’s something we do every day.  

Open, human interaction can make all the difference, and you  

can count on us to be honest, reliable and more than willing  

to go the extra mile.

In value
we trust

Pioneering attitude
Doing things differently is not always easy but it is necessary;

the best ideas come from exploiting new opportunities  

driven by a clear vision. At Monte Carlo Yachts we approach tasks 

with a pioneering attitude that, when applied with pragmatism, 

precision and creative flair, can overcome any perceived limit  

to take us beyond the expected.

People first
We create unique yachts and experiences, 

and we build around the needs and desires of our customers.  

MCY offers a personal relationship that makes people feel good. 

At Monte Carlo Yachts we are as passionate

and motivated as our clients.

The value of time, style and elegance. The value of space, responsibility and well-being.  

The value of the individual. These are values that represent Monte Carlo Yachts’ core vision,  

a special way of interpreting the world, sailing, luxury and our relationship with the ocean.
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Elegant yachts with a distinctive style combined with  

harmonious lines and enriched by sophisticated materials 

and contemporary decorative touches: the MCY Collection 

stands out for its unique features.

The level of maturity achieved by Monte Carlo Yachts is 

clearly expressed through wide internal spaces, impressive 

panoramic views, engineering solutions that have reached 

new levels of achievement, and design ideas that have been 

tailored to offer owners well-being and comfort.

The
fleet
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Classic 
distinction

The MCY yachts are thought, designed and built to stand the test of time and go beyond trends and fads  

that come and go. We recognize that new standards of luxury are constantly being established

and that responsibility, sustainability and personality are increasingly important.

We rise to the challenge of building each and every one of our motor yachts to be the best expression

of luxury today and tomorrow. Our yachts are elegant but never overstated, innovative but noble:  

they are timeless classics. 
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Discover MCY’s 
revolutionary naval 
architecture and unique
production process

At Monte Carlo Yachts we understand that there is no form 

without function, and no function without form. For a yacht 

to be beautiful, it also needs to come from technological 

excellence. Inspired by Lean Manufacturing concepts derived 

from the most advanced industrial sectors, Monte Carlo Yachts  

manufacturing process constitutes an extraordinarily 

innovative approach in the yachting sector. We pursue 

aesthetic quality and unmatched technical reliability whilst 

achieving high levels of productive efficiency. 

This revolutionary approach has received an Industrial 

Design Association award in recognition of our research in 

technology and construction.

Leading 
technology

Innovation in a 
Production Process
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Naval Architecture and Production Process 

Monte Carlo Yachts has gone above and beyond its truly 

iconic design and remarkable customization capabilities by 

introducing revolutionary naval architecture and a unique 

construction process.

MCY yachts are made of three modules - hull, interior module 

and deck - which are built simultaneously until the last detailing 

stage then joined together during final assembly.

The truly innovative element is represented by the interior 

module, which is built in its entirety as a single piece outside of 

the hull. In addition the traditional hull structure is replaced by an 

innovative internal structural skeleton so that the entire beam 

of the yacht contributes to increase the structural qualities.

GRP components and infusion process 

All fiberglass components of every MCY yacht are 

meticulously manufactured using engineered core materials 

and resin applied by vacuum infusion. This choice provides 

a better work environment thanks to a drastic reduction in 

the levels of air emissions, whilst also reducing the yacht’s 

weight through the optimization of the impregnation ratios 

of the composite. 

Almost unique in the sector, all fiberglass major components 

used receive a special post-curing treatment before going 

to the assembly line, guaranteeing the best mechanical 

and physical properties further to elimination of residual 

emissions. This procedure is performed inside the company’s 

state-of-the-art painting facility, which works also as a high 

temperature oven. 
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Every one of our models is unique, and it couldn’t be any 

different, because it is built around the dreams of its owner.

We design and build MCY yachts thorugh a close collaboration 

with the owner creating an exclusive experience and relationship 

that lasts in the long-run. 

At Monte Carlo Yachts, we deliver truly unique yachts born 

from bespoke personal experience and attention to the 

smallest details.

Bespoke
attention
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All materials used in the yachts’ living spaces 
come from the world’s top design firms  
and the best Italian suppliers.  
The aim is to combine selected natural stones 
and woods, hand-made tiles, decorative metals, 
high end fabrics and hand-stitched leathers  
in a balanced and refined way

Tailored
yachts

What may come to a surprise at first is discovering that Monte Carlo Yachts builds fiberglass yachts

where virtually every inch of space is custom-designed and hand-made.

Customization options range from the main deck, lower deck and exterior areas, all aiming to offer exceptional 

enjoyment and liveability. Leveraging technology both within the design and manufacturing process, 

the MCY Collection offers limitless possibilities to satisfy any owner’s special requirements.
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The main ally of the yacht’s design is the natural light, which 

outlines and enhances the internal lines and environments of 

the MCY 66 with awe-inspiring results. The yacht’s many living 

areas are designed to be enjoyed through a direct relationship 

between the inside and the outside, providing linear connections 

within the spaces and open views on the horizon.

Moreover the essential and sophisticated contemporary decor 

contributes, in all its limitless customization alternatives, to 

amplify the natural lighting and the overall onboard volumes. 

Making room
for light

MCY 66

Come onboard 
and explore 
the MCY 66 
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An uniquely private area to relax in and 
enjoy the breeze while overlooking the 
ocean and embracing that sense of 
freedom that only the sea can offer
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The innovative design of the high 
V-shaped hull guarantees safe and 
stable cruising while also ensuring 

 a dry and comfortable bow area
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Protected by a large openable 
carbon fiber T-top, the flybridge 

features best-in-class surface 
dimensions with a wide range  

of customizable options
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Focus on breathtaking landscapes; 
the distinctive design of the bulkwards 
and the well protected sideways safely 
connect the bow to the stern
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The attention to the design of 
liveable exterior areas is reaffirmed 
by the presence of a wide shaded 
aft cockpit easily connected to the 
full beam aft platform
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The entire design is focused on 
blurring the boundaries between 
inside and outside areas by offering 
direct access and a close connection 
with the sea
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Comfortable and functional distribution 
onboard is one of the leading principles 

in the layout configuration, having 
direct access to the lower deck and the 
sideways next to the main helm station   
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The owner cabin is conceived as a best 
in class private suite flooded by natural 
light and amplified by reflective surfaces 
and mirror placements
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Openable windows at the bow 
increase the brightness of the VIP cabin 
featuring warm decorative and the 
sophisticated furniture finishing
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Natural light spreads throughout all 
cabins and their bathrooms, creating 
a harmonious atmosphere, which 
distinguishes the entire lower deck
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Tailored glossy outer coat paint options 
can be chosen from an almost limitless 
palette, highlighting the importance of the 
customization options in the interior areas  
as well as on the external lines

Hand-made stitching and accurate 
finishings enhance the attention 

to detail present in all the yacht’s 
different cabins and components

MCY 66

details
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The double berth crew cabin and the 
dedicated bathroom are easily accessible 
through the engine room thanks to the 
full headroom and the rational layout
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A bright
atmosphere

MCY 66

Through all the exterior and interior spaces described, the 

volume and liveable areas are sensibly increased thanks to 

essential and functional layout and design solutions that are 

focused on enhancing the comfort onboard. 

The different enjoyable areas are connected and amplified 

by the presence of natural light in order to optimize the 

use of the large volumes available and to provide the best 

experience onboard.
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Flybridge

Main Deck 

Lower Deck

Layout
proposals

Main dimensions Length overall (LOA)................. 20.12 m - 66 ft

Maximum beam ......................... 5.20 m - 17 ft  

 Draft ............................................. 1.24 m - 4 ft 8 in

 Displacement .............................. 38 t Dry 

Engines 2 x MAN V8 (1.000 hp) 

2 x MAN V8 (1.200 hp)

Speed Maximum speed ........................ up to 30 kn 

Cruise speed ............................... 24-26 kn

Tanks Fuel ................................................ up to 3500 l - 925 US gal

Fresh water ................................. 750 l - 198 US gal 

Building materials VTR, Kevlar®, Carbon Fiber

Naval architecture & engineering  Monte Carlo Yachts

Exterior & interior design Nuvolari Lenard

Design category CE-A

Technical
specifications
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This document and the relevant contents have advertising purposes only and are solely aimed at highlighting the yachts features. They shall not represent an offer by MCY to the public. MCY endeavor to ensure that the information 
provided in this brochure is accurate. However, MCY does not provide this assurance, and assumes no liability for the information contained herein. The descriptions of the yachts as well as their characteristics also in terms of technical 
data, illustrations, drawings and performances contained in this brochure are merely indicative and shall not in any way constitute an element of evaluation of the yachts conformity to the European standards nor they can be used as a 
yardstick for assessing the compliance of the yacht purchased by the customer. The brochure has no contractual value and cannot be recalled in or represent substantial part of a contract whatsoever. Therefore the sole representations 
binding for MCY and the only valid technical reference, description parameters or guarantee shall be those directly agreed with the final customer and contained in a signed sale agreement. The technical features and the contents of this 
document are based on information available at the date this brochure was printed. MCY reserves at all times the right to modify the yachts and to substitute the manufacturers or suppliers of any component, system and equipment 
due to product changes, improvements, changes deemed appropriate, availability of supply, as well as in case of changes in applicable laws or regulations. The images contained in this brochure do not represent the standard version 
of the product since the yachts represented are configured and equipped with accessories not included in the basic version which may be purchased by the customer separately, as well as any furniture, accessories, and furnishings 
herein represented. The customer shall specifically agree in writing the yacht’s characteristics directly with the MCY dealer when ordering it. Due to the different characteristics of each yacht, MCY declines any and all liability for any 
use thereof on the basis of the information contained in this brochure. Unless otherwise indicated, this document and the written and photographic contents are exclusive property of MCY and shall not be copied, reproduced, modified 
or altered, in whole or in part. The sale of this document and its contents is severely prohibited.

MONTE CARLO YACHTS SPA
via Consiglio d’Europa 90

34074 Monfalcone (GO), Italy

ph. +39 0481 283111

fax +39 0481 283500

www.montecarloyachts.it
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